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I believe, however, that this is the only method by -which the Public Service Commission can obtain a complete insight into service problems and the only method which will satisfy members of the Public Services that their complaints will receive full consideration.
18. Conditions of Service. — The Governor-General in Council may refer to the Public Service Commission any question connected with the pay, allowances, pensions, provident or family pension funds, leave rules or conditions of service generally. Under this provision the Public Service Commission have no power of initiative; It is impossible for any one who has studied even superficially the morass of regulations in which the public servant in India is bogged to doubt that there is a supreme need in India for some unifying body fully acquainted with all service problems to introduce order and coherence into the system. It is hardly too much to say that at present no civil servant understands or knows the rules which govern either himself or other officers. The interpretation of service rules which should be few and simple has to be relegated to a body of accounting experts at great public expense. The authority who engages an officer and whose duty it is to explain to him the terms of his appointment is seldom or never in a position to do so, because the terms are embodied in rules which no one but an expert can understand. A striking instance of this came to my notice this winter. A very distinguished expert Committee was sent out from England to India under terms which were no doubt intended to provide properly for their financial interests. When they arrived in India the authorities relying on a rule which was never intended to apply placed an interpretation on the financial arrangements which was entirely different from that which the members of the Committee had assumed. A controversy followed which could not be settled by the date when their labours terminated ; and a member of the Committee found himself compelled to borrow from a* private friend the money necessary to enable him to return 'to England.
Service problems require whole-hearted and not half-hearted consideration. They should not be left to officers who are immersed in other duties and- are unable to review any service problem as a whole. Stffl less should they be left to financial experts who derive credit from disallowing legitimate claims.
I consider that all questions relating to service matters should be referred to the Public Service Commission as a matter of course and that the Commission should have independent power to consider service problems and make recommendations
I should frame their powers rather more widely than they are framed at present. In particular I ahouM include among the matters on which they should be consulted the cadre of the Service. Elaborate rules exist in India for calculating the cadre of the Service and the method of recruitment. i think that it is common ground that some of these rules are out of date and result in erroneous calculations. A faulty basis of recruitment gives rise to senous evils since it occasions blocks in promotion or undue rapidity of promotion. It is ver^r difficult for a busy officer deeply concerned with the affairs of the moment to realise that what he is doing in
19. Before passing from this subject I would like 4o revert again to the multiplicity and intricacy of 4he rules which prevail in India aid which I regard -to most injurious to the public service. Complaints -ate often made of the lack of intelligence shown by *ae lower ranks of the service and bv their slavish *nd pedantic adherence to rules. I think the fault lies with tiie rule-maker rather than witfi those who to^Jto observe *** rulea- **• England I have seen *,*5^ ***?*** °ody of of 'sound judgment and a weKeve responsibility reduced to a collection of e mata; by an officer, who thought * rule
 made on every conceivable subject. In India the mischief is far more widespread. Public servants are discouraged from looking at the substantial merits of a case and merely search for a rule which covers it. When they have found it they apply it quite regardless of the question whether it was ever meant to apply. If they cannot find it they are helpless. An offender-who has done something which is manifestly improper will reply that there is no rule against it and his reply in a rule-ridden land will carry conviction. The mischief is due partly to that indisposition to delegate powers which constitutes one of the recognised and fatal diseases to which every civil service is liable, partly to a failure to understand what" matters can properly be made the subject of rule and what should be the subject of discretion ; and partly to an inability to frame or draft rules. This inability is often very surprising. Some of the most important rules are admittedly quite wrong and could only have been drafted by some one who was unacquainted with the facts ; others are so ambiguous that they become the sport of every interpreter.
 20.	I have in the foregoing paragraphs shown that
in some matters I think the Commission should have
final authority and that in others (mainly matters
of politics and finance) I think the Government of
India should possess a determining voice.    It is, of
course, a matter of great difficulty to define in any
written rules what matters belong to each class.    I
do not in fact think such a delimitation is really
possible or necessary.    Both the Public Service Com
mission and the Government of India possess members
who are well acquainted with administrative matters.
The Public Service Commission are quite capable of
understanding  that there  are   certain   subjects   on
which the Government of India is entitled to a veto.
If once it is understood that the Public Service Com
mission is an expert body and not a subordinate
department of the Government of India, that Govern
ment is quite able to understand that on questions
not vitally affecting any principle of policy or sub
stantially affecting finance the opinion of the Public
Service Commission should be accepted.   *
 21.	With this mutual understanding I do not see
any reason why questions of difficulty should arise.
I,  of course,  assume that in all' cases the Public
Service  Commission,  before arriving at a decision
should freely consult the Government of India, and
ascertain,   and,   as far  as  possible,   defer  to  their
views.
I think also occasions for friction would be removed if the Government of India, before rejecting the advice of the Public Service Commission, provided machinery whereby that Commission could orally explain their position. The practice of writing carefully guarded official letters, when an informal discussion would clear the situation, is prolific of misunderstanding.
I think, however, machinery should be provided to deal with a deadlock and on the analogy of procedure which is adopted in some of the dominions I would propose that if the Government of India is unable to accept the advice of the Public Service Commission on service questions it should be under an obligation to publish in the Gazette that advice together with their reasons for disallowing it.
22.	I should not be advocating a change if the
present  system,   though unsound in  theory,   was
working satisfactorily in practice.    It is with great
reluctance that I refer to this aspect of the matter •
and I desire to make it dear that the difficulties and
obstacles which the Commission incur in nearly every
part of their work are not due to any Department
and still less to any individual but to a failure to
understand ox give effect to the changes in adminis
trative methods which were necessarily involved by
the  creation  of  a Commission recruited  at great
expense to he experts in questions  relating to the
public services.    It is impossible^ to realise how far
the conception of a Public Service Commission is
being defeated without studying actual examnles
of the difficulties which occur.    I have collected and

